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Great Value Jewelry & Diamonds from International Top Manufacturers And the 

special presence of tools & machinery Companies for luxury items 

manufacturing – 

16th International Jewelry + Watch Vietnam 
(IJV2018) 

17-20 May 2018 

Saigon Exhibition and Convention Center (S.E.C.C.) 

Fine & Glitzy Collections ; 
Visitors will have lots of opportunities winning attractive jewelry 

watch or jewelry piece. 

     

 

(2 May 2018) 

The most fashionable collections and the best international jewelry and watches in IJV 

2018 will be held at the best exhibition venue Saigon Exhibition & Convention Centre 

(S.E.C.C.) in District 7, Ho Chi Minh City from 17 to 20 May 2018. This show is an 

opportunity for providing admirable diamond, fine jewelry, tools & machinery and 

accessories from Hong Kong, Singapore, Thailand, Turkey and Vietnam.  

 

Debut in IJV2018 

First-time IJV exhibitors such as AJAL, PURITY and SRS EXPORTS from Hong Kong 

and SWASDEE from Thailand will showcase a large amount of round and fancy cut 

diamonds in different sizes. Hong Kong RAMA GEMS will display emeralds, rubies, 

sapphires and diamonds. GLOBAL LINKS from Hong Kong is specialized in Colombian 

emerald, Tanzanite and gemset / gold / platinum jewelry. LEGRAND from Hong Kong 

specializes in fine diamond and precious stone Jewellery such as sapphire, ruby and 

emerald. ROYALKING from Singapore will bring the fine diamond jewelry. Thailand 

HAITAI will bring the 925 sterling silver with 22 gold plated, cold enamel and natural 

stone. 
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(Hong Kong) 

 

(Thailand) 
 

(Hong Kong) 

 

PURITY (H.K.) CO LTD 

(Hong Kong) 

 

ROYALKING 

(Singapore) 

 

SRS 

(Hong Kong) 

GLOBAL LINKS 

(Hong Kong) 

RAMA GEMS 

(Hong Kong) 

SWASDEE DIAMONDS 

(Thailand) 

 

Continuous support IJV2018 

Experienced Hong Kong fine jewelry suppliers ARTIC, COPELL, EMPIRE, HANG 

SENG, JIAN DESIGN and JSB will showcase fine diamond jewelry and diamond 

mounting. ORIENTO PEARL is an international jewelry brand that represents high 

quality cultured pearls and innovative style and design. SEVA will show the fine jewelry 

with jade, colour gemstones and platinum etc.  Gold Jewelry leader ARPAS from 

Turkey will meet their loyal buyers regularly at IJV. All will undoubtedly attract selective 

visitors to stay their steps on their booths. 

 

 

(Hong Kong) 

 

 

(Turkey) 

 

SEVA 

(Hong Kong) 
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(Hong Kong) 

 

ORIENTO 

(Hong Kong) 

 

HANG SENG 

(Hong Kong) 

 

COPELL 

(Hong Kong) 

 

(Hong Kong)  

(Hong Kong) 

 

Jewelry Technology 

Local expert D.C. TECHNOLOGY is the representative of world-leading suppliers of 

machines, tools, materials and chemicals. BOSA, headquarter in Turkey specializes in 

design waxes and rubber mold. KIM HOAN is specialized in supplying machinery, 

equipment, tools, chemicals.NTJ provides CC diamond tools, carbie drawing dies etc. All 

Vietnamese experts will demonstrate their techniques and the most advanced 

technology for the jewelry industry throughout the exhibition period.  

 

 

(Vietnam) 

 

  

  

KIM HOAN (Vietnam) 

 

(Turkey) 

 

NTJ (Vietnam) 
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Share Happiness 

The 16th IJV also will line up lucky draws. Every visitor is entitled a chance to win a piece 

of jewelry or luxury timepiece. Last but not least, buyers upon presenting a sales invoice 

(on that day) and sales amount with spending over 2.276.000VND / 100USD, will get a 

lucky draw ticket. Maximum 5 (Five) lucky draw tickets can be given in one sales invoice. 

Buyers are entitled to get a higher chance to win a gift as a separate lucky draw will be 

confined to buyers only.  

  

The fair takes place from 09:30 am to 18:00pm (17:30pm on last day) from 17 to 20 May 

at the venue S.E.C.C. - 799 Nguyen Van Linh, Tan Phu Ward, District 7, Ho Chi Minh 

City, Vietnam.  

 

Hotline: 028-3932-6339 (Mr. Tu) or 09-1231-6334 (Ms. Nguyen) 

 

For more details, please visit www.jewelrytradefair.com/vietnam/ or 

 

 

Contact 

In Vietnam: 

 

 
 

Công ty Tổ chức Triển lãm VCCI 

ĐT: +84-28-3932-6339 (Ông Le Van Tu) 

Email: logistic@vietchamexpo.com 

MINHTAM GLOBAL INVESTMENT JSC. 

ĐT: +84-91-231-6334 (Ms. Nguyen Lan Anh) 

Email: jsc.minhtam@gmail.com 

  

For International: 

 

 

 

WORLD TRADE FAIR (INTERNATIONAL) LTD 

Tel: +852-2365-8119 / 2365-3839 

Email: sales@wtf.com.hk 

 

 

http://www.jewelrytradefair.com/vietnam/

